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1. Overview 
1.1. Cisco announced its intent to acquire Acano for around $700 

million on November 20, 2015.  

1.2. Acano provides software-based video infrastructure. It is 

known for several video conferencing capabilities including 

interoperability across disparate systems, a strong integration 

with Microsoft’s Skype for Business, software-based design, scalability, and WebRTC.  

1.3. Acano does not make room endpoints, but does offer a robust software client.  

1.4. Acano sells to enterprise customers and service providers. It does not offer hosted services.  

1.5. Acano is headquartered in the UK and includes numerous technical staff that previously worked 

at Tandberg/Cisco.  

1.6. Acano coSpaces provides a form of persistent Workstream Communications and Collaboration.  

1.7. The entire Acano leadership team will transfer to Cisco including CEO OJ Winge who previously 

worked at Tandberg and headed the Cisco Collaboration unit that is acquiring Acano. The 

acquisition includes a total of 174 new Cisco employees.  

1.8. The team will continue to report to OJ who will in turn report to Rowan Trollope. 

2. Observations  
2.1. $700 million is a high price tag for Acano. The company’s revenues are estimated in the range 

of $40-$60 million. This premium valuation suggests there were multiple bidders.  

2.2. The video conferencing market is undergoing a shift away from large conference rooms to 

smaller and more personal solutions. While large video room system sales are mature, an 

emerging opportunity exists regarding the vast majority of traditional conference rooms.  

2.3. Most likely one of the other bidders for Acano was Microsoft. Not many video related firms 

could pay $700 million. 

2.4. Cisco can complete this purchase with its European wallet which effectively discounts the price. 

US tax policies appear to be encouraging acquisitions with overseas funds. Other recent 

overseas acquisitions include Microsoft’s purchases of Skype and Nokia and Cisco’s acquisition 

of British video company NDS. 

2.5. Industry consolidation. Add this to the recent events of Thinking Phones acquiring Fuze and 

layoffs at LifeSize.  

3. Potential Motivation 
3.1. Innovation: Cisco acquired Tandberg in 2009 which took out a major competitor and wounded 

Radvision. Unfortunately, Cisco did not retain the innovation potential that Tandberg had to 
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offer. Employees left to create both Acano and Pexip. This acquisition returns some of these 

innovations and engineers back to Cisco.  

3.2. Gaps: Acano was ahead of Cisco with software-based infrastructure, scalability, and as a cloud- 

platform for providers.  

3.3. Cloud: Cisco will likely utilize Acano to strengthen its Spark and WebEx cloud services as well as 

strengthen its platform for provider customers.  

3.4. SVC: Both Cisco and Acano were moving toward SVC video.  

3.5. With regards to Workstream Communications and Collaboration (WCC), Cisco Spark is ahead of 

Acano coSpaces. Cisco will likely merge coSpaces into Spark.  

4. Risks 
4.1. The risks are reasonably low as Acano is designed for interoperability. The teams have history 

together. However, this was a relatively large acquisition for Cisco Collaboration. 

4.2. Cisco is paying a premium price relative to revenue for Acano. The ROI likely involves 

competitive and strategic synergies.  

4.3. Cisco will need to work to retain Acano’s talent pool. Pexip, Acano, and even Zoom were all 

created with acquired employees that left Cisco.  

5. Impacts to the Competitive Landscape 
Neutral or Positively Impacted 

5.1. Vidyo and Pexip: Both of these firms remain viable independent providers of enterprise video, 

and may see an increase in customers and suitors that reject the offers from Cisco and 

Microsoft - including UC competitors. While an acquisition is slightly more likely, a bidding war 

is not. Microsoft may determine an acquisition is its best path to strengthen its interoperability 

and WebRTC capabilities. Vidyo also offers room systems and rich APIs.  

5.2. In UC, Mitel and Avaya have video strategies that are unlikely impacted by this acquisition.  

5.3. Zoom: Zoom largely remains unaffected by this change, though it does validate the growth 

potential of lower cost conference rooms and personal systems. Zoom quietly grows its 

freemium, cloud service while avoiding the onsite infrastructure battles.  

Negatively Impacted 
5.4. Polycom: Polycom becomes more vulnerable as its primary competitor pulls ahead in 

infrastructure and rooms. Polycom’s integration with Skype for Business is no longer a 

competitive advantage over Cisco.  

5.5. Blue Jeans: Acquisition by Cisco now seems unlikely. Acano gives Cisco stronger interoperability 

which can be leveraged in its cloud and premises-based solutions. Blue Jeans does not offer 

onsite deployments.  

5.6. Microsoft: Microsoft has a lot of momentum, but relies on partners to complete its solution. 

Cisco has an advantage with a comprehensive offer that incudes enterprise room systems, 

WebEx, Spark, Skype4B integration, WebRTC, and strong interoperability.  

5.7. Google: Hangouts offers a relatively immature solution for enterprise video.  


